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poor, nor all ' apt to teach' (p. 88). The work is a selection by way of
illustration, and it may be questioned whether such volumes should be
issued by learned societies. Unless an index exists at Chester this work
would not satisfy a genealogist; he would have to search afresh. In
the appendix we find only one will—Sir John Byron's, 1567—which also
appears in Mr. Gibbons' volume.

Mr. Gibbons has shown great skill and carefulness in his work, and
this index of more than twelve thousand wills and administrations is a
valuable supplement to the records issued by the Yorkshire Archaeological
Society. T. S. H.

Herodotus fares hardly in England. Since Blakesley no editor has
published the whole, and the editions of individual books, however good in
themselves, are prepared in most cases with a view to some examination ;
hence some part of the many-sided commentary necessary for this
author is omitted. Mr. EVELYN ABBOTT'S edition of Books V. and VI.
(Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1898) is meant to be the first instalment of an
edition of the whole work intended for historical students. The student
is referred for an account of the dialect to another editor. Each book
has a separate appendix of its own, that to book v. consisting of thirteen,
that to book vi. of eight excursuses. It is by the appendices, no doubt,
in the main that Mr. Abbott would have his book judged. As might be
expected they are carefully made and abreast of the latest investigations.
They contain all requisite information on the knotty historical problems
contained in the text. They are not so much fresh investigations as handy
summaries of what is already known. On much-disputed points, such as
the details of the battle of Marathon, Mr. Abbott follows the wise plan of
supplying the student with all the passages from the ancient authorities,
and leaving him to balance them for himself. This, for the advanced
student, is infinitely preferable to a dogmatic restatement of any par-
ticular modern view. The maps—the lower Strymon and the bay and plain
(called plan on p. viii.) of Marathon—deserve special praise. P. G.

The story of Mr. FREEMAN'S little book on Sicily, Phoenician, Greek,
and Roman (' The Story of the Nations' London: T. Fisher Unwin,
1892), as told in the preface, is a singular one. It was projected before
the larger history was begun; but the professor, believing that in
order to write a short history yon should first write a large one,
postponed the sketch until the detailed picture was complete in some
part at least. The procedure is characteristic, for to work was with
him also to write. But though it is physically impossible for most
men to write great books before they write small ones, the principle is a
thoroughly sound one in history ; a survey on a large scale is the proper
preliminary to an accurate map on a small one. It is most fortunate for
us that Professor Freeman lived to complete this volume, which carries
us down to the Roman Empire, concluding with a very brief outline of
the fortunes of Sicily from the second century A.D. to the first appearance
of the Saracens. Another volume was to have told the story of Norman
Sicily; and there is sufficient in manuscript designed for the larger
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work to enable us to hope that this second smaller volume may yet see
the light in some form. But we may well be thankful for the one
before us. It has a double value ; it brings out admirably the conception
which the author had formed of what his whole work should be, and it
serves as a useful guide and supplement to such parts of that work as
have been or may in future be published. It is in fact, in spite of its
simple language and unpretending form, rather a book for the scholar
than the ordinary reader. It is crammed with facts ; from the very Dature
of the story the facts do not form themselves into an exciting narrative,
and the constantly shifting scenes and long list of dramatis personae
diminish the artistic effect. But it is a book which every real student
will be the better for possessing. Sicilian history, though not the
biography of a nation, has deeply influenced the lives of nations. This is
the lesson we learn from it, more plainly, because more succinctly, than
in the greater work. In a second edition some few misprints might be
corrected, and it would be a great advantage to have some brief account
of the numerous coins of which cuts are given in the text.

The second edition of the first two volumes of Mr. HODGKIN'B Italy
and her Invaders (Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1892) is not externally so
pleasant a book to read as the old one. The lines are longer and the
pages look more packed. This is, however, but the price we have to pay
for an immense gain in solidity and ripeness of learning. In the first
volume we compared some chapters page by page with the first edition,
and found the author's claim to have rewritten the greater part of it
fully justified. It is, in fact, not only largely rewritten but also re-
arranged ; and it has so much grown in bulk that it now extends to not
far short of a thousand pages, and has, rather inconveniently, to be
bound in two ' parts.' But the enlargement became necessary in view
partly of the greater fulness of treatment which Mr. Hodgkin adopted,
partly of the additional knowledge attained in the course of twelve years.
The student will probably be still more sensible of the benefit arising from
the innumerable and often microscopic changes and corrections only
revealed by a minute examination of the two editions. Mr. Hodgkin has
conscientiously kept himself abreast of recent literature; he devotes
an appendix (vol. i. pp. 889-898) to Mr. Freeman's discussion of the
' Procopian legend,' which appeared in our pages in 1887, and by which
he is at least one-half converted; and it is only by way of exception that
we note an occasional omission. Reference to Gregorovius's paper in the
Sitzungsberichte of the Munich Academy for 1886 (pp. 1-20) might have
led him to add some touches to his picture of the Gothic raid into the
Peloponnesus in,896 (vol. i. p. 654 ff.); and he might have been persuaded
by Wilhehn Fischer {Berliner philologische Wochenschrift, 1887, p.
689 ff.) that it was not to Thermopylffi, but to Thermopolis, north of
Constantinople, that the Huns pressed in 447 (vol. ii. p. 62).l Nor do
we quite understand why he has left standing his account of the Huns
(vol. ii. pp. 1-81), on the theory of their derivation from the Hiong-nu,
which he now considers, with the general agreement of orientalists, to be

1 The usually excellent index, for which we are indebted to Mr. G. McN.Bushforth.
is here defective.
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more than doubtful. But it is ungracious to make small cavils against a
book of which the conspicuous merits—its serene eloquence, its broad and
illuminating view of history, its wealth of allusion to analogies of all
times, from the Eugubine tables to the Franco-Prussian war, and not
least its fine translations, both in prose and verse—have already given it
an established place in the libraries alike of historical students and of
those for whom history has its attraction as literature. E. L. P.

It is a pleasure to receive so soon a new edition of the second volume
of WILHELM MOELLEB'S Lehrbuch der Kirchengeschichte (Freiburg: J.
C. B. Mohr, 1898), as a whole, beyond question, the soundest and most
trustworthy textbook—using this term in a somewhat limited and technical
sense—of the history of the church down to the end of the middle ages
that we possess. The editor, Professor Kawerau, modestly claims only
to have corrected oversights and misprints, and to have taken account of
works on the subject published since the volume was originally issued in
1891. But, though not uniformly inserted, these changes and additions
are more extensive than might appear at first sight, as may be shown, for
instance, by comparison of the note on the controversy respecting the
Gottesfreund, as it now stands (p. 468 f.), with the form it took in the
first edition. The English reader will regret that the treatment of English
affairs, though generally to be commended, does not bear witness to
adequate acquaintance with the more recent literature, that the biblio-
graphical references are meagre, and that English names are frequently
misspelled. Some errors, he will think, might have without difficulty
been avoided. There was no reason for speaking of Christ Church,
Canterbury, as the Trinitatiskloster (p. 270), or for making the Fran-
ciscan Alexander of Hales a scholar of the Cisteroian house at Hales (now
written Hailes), in Gloucestershire, which was not founded until after his
death (p. 428). The bull of Hadrian IV for Ireland is mentioned (p. 298),
but not a word said as to the doubts thrown upon its genuineness. But,
while regretting these deficiencies, we gladly admit that they affect but
a very small part of a book to the remarkable value of which we bear
grateful testimony.

By an inconvenient arrangement, or rather lack of arrangement, an
English translation of the first edition has been published almost simul-
taneously with the second edition of the original (History of the Christian
Church in the Middle Ages, translated by Andrew Butherford, B.D.
London: Sonnenschein, 1898). The translator has improved since he
issued his former volume, on which we had occasion to comment
severely (see above, vol. viii. p. 897); but his style is still exceed-
ingly awkward, and he often betrays his ignorance of the technical
terms of his subject, and sometimes even of the common facts of history.
Both these latter faults may be illustrated from p. 261, where Commen-
datare are rendered ' commendators,' and Theodoric is styled, in defiance
of the German,' the last West Roman emperor.' But the book will be of
service to those who are unable to use the original. E. L. P.

Mr. B. C. HOPB'S book on The Legendary Lore of the Holy Weils of
England, (London: Elliot Stock, 1898) is principally a collection of
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